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After breakfast, he took Lu’s father out of the house while pushing his wheelchair. Yan
Ke drove an extended Bentley and parked it downstairs. Miriam couldn’t help but sigh
when he saw it.

It is really too eye-catching to park in such a mid-to-low-end neighborhood. Children in
several neighborhoods gather around the car to take pictures, and passers-by are also
looking sideways.

After the door was opened, the wide carriage was very comfortable, directly lowering the
hidden ladder board and pushing Lu Fu up.

Yan Ke closed the door and went to the driver’s seat. Father Lu looked around in the car
with a smile, looking very satisfied. When Bryan was not in the car, he secretly said to
Miriam like a child: “This child has a good heart and treats you well. If there are no
conditions, don’t think too much.”

Miriam was a little speechless, did his father just know these advantages of him?

“You didn’t examine him when you asked me to marry him?” Can’t help but ask Father
Lu with his eyes wide open.

Father Lu glanced at her and sighed: “I only know that his family is rich and powerful. I
didn’t expect to be so rich. Besides, I have never satisfied with your mother what you
want at home since you were young? Let alone the person I like, we Believe your vision,
I didn’t think so much.”

Miriam was speechless.

However, the emotion in my heart is hard to suppress. For more than 20 years before
marriage, it was soaked in a honeypot. If you hadn’t had such parents, how could you
grow up so carefree.

As soon as Mother Lu got downstairs, Bryan opened the door for her.

He arrived at the hospital in half an hour. Obviously, he was well prepared this time. As
soon as Bryan got out of the car, a person in his 50s and 60s greeted him.

“President Shao, this is Dean Zhang.” Lin Shui stood by and introduced.

“Hello, Mr. Shao, yesterday I received the news that your wife is coming for a maternity
checkup. The best gynecologist has been arranged here.” He turned his head to Miriam
and smiled kindly, “Madam moved to the tenth floor for an inspection.”



Dean Zhang has a peaceful smile, enthusiasm and stability, and his temperament
means he is devoted to academics. However, it is definitely not a simple person to be
the dean of a tertiary hospital, and his manners and expressions are measured and
cultivated.

To the highly respected doctor, Bryan also showed some kind of politeness: “Dean
Zhang has bothered,” then he said casually, “The specialists who are arranged in the
afternoon will ask you to receive them on your behalf.”

Dean Zhang smiled and promised: “I heard that it is a top international brain expert. It is
a great honor to be here in our hospital. I also want to thank Mr. Shao for giving the
young people in our hospital a precious learning opportunity. I will arrange the reception
properly. .”

Miriam looked sideways. The man didn’t show much expression, but he was able to
bring the top international experts over in one night.

But let my father feel more at ease when he hears these words, although he doesn’t
care on the surface, who is not afraid of death for older people?

Several people were hugged up to the second floor, and Miriam was a little
uncomfortable.

At the same time, I was surrounded by several gynecologists, and asked about the
warmth. I had to ask about the little details of life. At the end, I made a lot of lists,
including precautions and supplements.

After the examination, the chief physician came out and asked when he saw Bryan, “The
child is six months old, and it is getting closer and closer to the due date. Because it is
twins, the wife is very pregnant, and she will also be very hard. You must pay attention
to rest. Don’t make large movements,” he said, looking at the man with a slightly
unnatural look, pretending to look down at the medical record, and said quickly, “do as
little as possible during this time.”

Although the doctor is a middle-aged woman, she has rarely seen a handsome man like
Bryan, and he is not as unscrupulous in speaking as usual.

Miriam’s fair and smooth cheeks instantly burned, and he took a breath, she must have
noticed something strange.

But the man’s expression was faint, nothing unusual, and he nodded slightly: “Well, is
there anything else to pay attention to?”

The female doctor was taken aback and shook her head.

Miriam pulled him away quickly.



The man paced calmly behind him, lowered her speed, and raised his eyebrows: “What
are you doing so fast? Didn’t you hear what the doctor said just now?”

Miriam turned her head with a sneer, gritted her teeth and said: “You can hear clearly,
so don’t forget the last sentence the doctor said.”

The man laughed instead, his handsome face approached with a smirk.

Miriam’s whole person was not good because he couldn’t let out his anger. He raised his
foot and stepped heavily on his foot and turned away.

The impressively clear footprints on the valuable leather shoes, the man seemed to
have not seen it, and followed with a smile.

When Lin Shui approached, he immediately noticed the footprints on his head Shao’s
shoes, glanced at Miriam with a guilty conscience, and stooped to wipe him when he
was not paying attention.

After a series of examinations, Miriam asked the doctor for a B-ultrasound film to show
to his parents.

Father Lu squeezed the film and watched it for a long time, staring motionlessly, his
hands trembled a little, and when he couldn’t help it, he lowered his head and made
tears.

Miriam looked sad.

Knowing his father’s mind, I want to see him more when I am still sober, and I am afraid
that I will not recognize the child.

Mother Lu took the film out of his hand and said, “You are sick now, and you have too
much time. You don’t need to worry about this. In the future, you will have to take care of
your grandson. I can’t take care of it.”

Miriam smiled: “It’s almost noon, I’m hungry, let’s go to eat.”

Lin Shui heard that he went to push Father Lu in a wheelchair and walked the elevator.

When the elevator was about to arrive, Miriam felt empty-handed, and suddenly
remembered that her bag was in the place of the medical examination. She looked at
the elevator that had arrived and said to Father Lu and Mother Lu: “You go down first,
and I will let Bryan accompany me. take.”

As soon as he turned and left, the elevator opened.

Mu Ming was standing facing the elevator door, his expression changed for a moment
when he saw Father Lu, but he did not recover for several seconds.



Father Lu and the others only looked down at the wheelchair, and did not see him.

The corners of his mouth moved slightly, he sorted out his expressions in a short time,
replaced his usual brows and smiled: “Mr. Lin, what a coincidence!”

Lin Shui looked up, slightly surprised, and smiled lightly: “Indeed, you can meet Mr. Mu
everywhere.”

Mu Ming looked at Father Lu and asked, “This one is?”

“Uncle Lu, Miriam’s father.”

Mu Ming immediately stretched out his hand respectfully and smiled: “Hello, uncle, I
turned out to be a subordinate with Sister Miriam in Yingxin.”

Father Lu stared at him with a smile on his face, but in a moment, he shook Father Lu’s
hand.

“You are…” Mu Ming stared at the wheelchair.
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Father Lu stretched his brows slightly, and said with a faint smile: “When people are old,
there will always be something wrong, it’s okay,” he asked immediately, “Did you work
with Miriam before? The family should also be in City Two?”

A light flashed in Mu Ming’s eyes, and he quickly smiled: “Yes, a native of City Two, who
graduated from university and directly looked for a job here.”

Father Lu was kind-looking, but Lin Shui never let go of his every move.

The elevator arrived quickly, pushing Lu Father out, and Mu Ming followed.

“Is Sister Miriam here? I want to say hello to her.” Shepherd Ming asked Lin Shui.

Father Lu replied first: “It’s upstairs, and I’ll be down right away. You stay here with us
for a while.”

I chatted with Mu Ming again.

“Young people are yearning for a life outside. You are still staying in City Two because
your family is here, right?” Father Lu was inadvertently asking about his family situation.

Lin Shuidang was an old man who cared about his children. Besides, they didn’t have
any topics in common, so they didn’t care.



The corner of Mu Ming’s mouth twitched, his long eyelashes drooped slightly, and he
said slowly: “My parents are gone, and I live alone now. If I don’t want to leave here,
maybe I don’t want to be too far away from them.”

“Not here? When did it happen?” Father Lu was obviously a little surprised, his hand
holding the wheelchair tightly tightened, and he looked rather distressed for the child in
front of him.

Mu Ming scratched his head, like a big boy: “It’s been a long time ago, don’t worry, I’m
used to living as a person,” and smiled embarrassedly, “After meeting Sister Miriam, she
treated me Very caring, she is my sister’s position in my heart.”

Father Lu looked calmer and more easy-going after hearing this: “I will come to the
house often in the future to let your aunt make good food.”

Mu Ming’s eyes were bright, and he nodded happily.

Suddenly the phone rang, and I answered the call, seeing that Miriam hasn’t come down
yet, and said embarrassedly: “I came with the boss today, and he asked me to pass
now…”

Mother Lu nodded: “Come on, don’t delay work, we will tell Miriam for you.”

After leaving, Mu Ming turned and left, suddenly that expression changed, turning a
corner, his footsteps stopped, two hands loosened, nails stuck in the palms of his hands,
blood stains leaked out, and the whole body leaked out.

The people who walked back and forth looked back at him from time to time, because of
his excellent looks and the gloominess that he exudes.

His eyes moved, and the corners of his mouth twitched, but without a smile, he lifted his
long legs and quickly disappeared in the hospital.

After Bryan and Miriam came down, they heard Lu’s father and Lu’s talk about what had
just happened.

“Well, didn’t you ask him what he was doing here? Is he sick?” Miriam asked as he
walked.

Mother Lu replied: “I asked, it seems that because of work, it looks healthy and healthy
for a child, strong and more pleasing.”

Bryan did not speak, his eyes moved slightly, his long sculpted eyebrows wrinkled
slightly, and the corners of his mouth were cool. It was not easy to meet him as soon as
he went out.

She glanced at Miriam faintly. She put one hand on the wheelchair, while holding Mother
Lu’s arm, smiling lightly.



Several people were received into the VIP reception room of the hospital, with all the
living facilities available, and soon someone delivered meals.

Here was a young guy, pushing the dining car, wearing a black casual suit and a white
apron.

After entering, he smiled and put the plates on the table while introducing them.

“This is fish and rabbit meat prepared for the two elderly people, with more protein,” the
two full-color dishes were placed on the table.

“This is crucian carp for pregnant women, as well as some seasonal vegetables and
fruits, and some snacks after meals.”

The exquisite dishes made Miriam feel that this is not like a hospital, but more like a
high-end restaurant.

Finally, a pot of soup was placed in front of Father Lu.

“Chef’s specialty soup, you can try it.”

The dishes on a table were dazzling, and after the introduction, I pushed the dining car
out.

Mother Lu couldn’t help laughing: “Is this still a hospital? Wouldn’t you invite a chef to
cook for us?”

“The hospital has a team that specializes in diet, and provides nutritious meals for
patients, sometimes even more elaborate than outside restaurants.” Lin Shui stood and
explained with a smile.

Father Lu had a very happy meal because he hadn’t been out for a long time, and drank
all the soup without any leftovers.

“Let them clean up,” Miriam turned to Lin Shuidao.

Bryan helped her get up and said to her father and mother Lu: “Mom and dad, you will
go to lunch for a while. They won’t arrive until about three o’clock. Then I and Miriam will
call you.”

“Well, you guys go and rest too, I’ll pour a glass of water for your dad.” Mother Lu got up.

Miriam lazily didn’t want to move after eating, and followed Bryan to find a room to rest.

As soon as he lay down, there was the sound of a broken water glass outside, followed
by a screaming change from Mother Lu.



Miriam made a chuckle in her heart, and suddenly got up, Bryan moved faster and
helped her out.

The scene was thrilling.

Father Lu fell off the wheelchair and lay on the ground without moving. Mother Lu
ignored the broken tiles on the ground and desperately helped him up.

“Dad!” Fear hit my heart instantly.

Bryan quickly said to her: “Don’t move.”

He lifted his foot to pick up Father Lu, put it on the sofa, and quickly called someone to
come over.

Miriam staggered over, seeing that Lu’s father’s face was already blue and his breath
was weak.

Bryan briefly inspected the situation of Xia Lu’s father, then looked up and said, “It
should be poisoned.”

Miriam was in a daze, and she was flustered. Mother Lu had lost control of her emotions
and kept calling Lu Father.

In less than two minutes, several medical staff came and quickly took the people away
for rescue.

Miriam followed and waited outside the rescue room, while calming Mother Lu and
thinking.

Reported to the police, Bryan went to deal with related matters.

Recalling Father Lu’s food today, apart from breakfast, there was only the noon meal.
The possibility of food poisoning in the meals customized by experts is not high, so there
is only the possibility of poisoning.

Miriam was cold all over, and his anger rose. This is simply unscrupulous and
unscrupulous against them!

I don’t want to make Mother Lu more sad, holding back his anger, and worrying about
whether the rescue will be effective…

…

Bryan stood outside the door with his hands in his pants pockets, his expression
unpredictable.



The police are collecting evidence in the room. The food for lunch has been cleaned up
by the waiter. What you can get here is only some food residues on cups and utensils.

Lin Shui stood beside the man and did not dare to speak, it was obvious that he had
been completely angered.

“How is the investigation?” the man asked Shen Shen.

Lin Shui shivered, and immediately replied: “The food for lunch is all made by the chefs
here. Their details are also poor. There is no problem. In terms of ingredients, it will take
some time to trace back.”

…
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